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Abstract

This memo summarizes the results of the first interoperability event for the Simple Middlebox Control (SIMCO) protocol. SIMCO is an implementation of MIDCOM for controlling middleboxes, such as firewalls and NATs. The test scenarios are described and the results of each scenario for each implementation is given. Finally, enhancements to be made to the SIMCO protocol specification are
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1. Introduction

[3] defines a framework and an architecture for controlling middleboxes, such as firewalls and Network Address Translators (NATs). Requirements for a protocol for controlling middleboxes are defined by [4] and [2] specifies the semantics of such a protocol. The SIMCO protocol [1] complies with these specifications. It is a simple and efficient protocol exclusively designed for this purpose.

This memo describes test environment, scenarios and results of the first SIMCO interoperability testing event held on July 12th at University of Stuttgart. Participants were

- University of Stuttgart, Institute of Communication Networks and Computer Engineering (UST/IKR)
- NEC Network Laboratories Europe (NEC)

Section 2 of this memo describes the test environment and Section 3 specifies the scenarios for which interoperability was tested. At the event, feedback from implementers on the SIMCO protocol specification was received and it is summarized in Section 5.

2. Test Environment and Implementations

The used test network consisted out of a switched Fast Ethernet network dedicated to the SIMCO interoperability testing. Every computer was directly connected to the switch. Figure 1 shows the network configuration.

![Network Configuration Diagram](image)

Figure 1: Interoperability Network Configuration

The implementations to be tested were based on
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UST/IKR’s implementation is Linux based and implements SIMCO client and server. Firewalls as middleboxes are supported. PDR transaction, which is optional, is not implemented. NEC’s implementation is FreeBSD based and implements SIMCO client and server. Firewalls and NATs as middleboxes are supported. PDR transaction, which is optional, is implemented.

Both implementations were connected via TCP during all tests, no TLS or IPsec was used. Wildcarding for address parameters was not tested in any test case.

3. Test Scenarios

This section describes all test scenarios and the corresponding results are described in Section 4.

3.1 Session Establishment without SIMCO Authentication

The SIMCO client is establishing a session by sending a SE request and is waiting for a SE positive reply. No SIMCO challenge response mechanism is used.

3.2 Session Termination

The SIMCO client is terminating an already established session by sending a ST request and is waiting for a ST positive reply. Afterwards the session must be terminated.

3.3 PRR with subsequent PEA and ARE

The SIMCO client is requesting a ‘reserve’ policy rule with PRR transaction and is waiting for a PRR positive reply. Afterwards the CLIENT sends a ‘enable’ policy rule after reservation with PEA request and is again waiting for a PEA positive reply. The policy rule’s lifetime is not extended and the policy rule is not deleted by a client request, the clients is waiting for ARE notification send by the server, indicating the deletion of the policy rule.

3.4 PER with lifetime change, status request, and deletion

The SIMCO client is requesting a ‘enable’ policy rule by PER request and is waiting for the PER positive reply. Afterwards, the client is requesting a lifetime change PLC for a new lifetime of 200 seconds. A PL transaction follows this PLC, showing the prior installed policy rule. Finally, the client deletes the policy rule with a PLC and lifetime set to zero.
3.5 Policy list without policy rules loaded

The SIMCO client is requesting a policy rules list by PL request.

3.6 Disconnected operations

The SIMCO client requests two policy rules via PER request and after receiving the successful response it disconnects, meaning the termination of the SIMCO session, from the server by sending a ST request. After disconnecting, the client establishes again the session and requests a policy rule list by sending PL.

3.7 Requesting the policy rule’s status

The SIMCO client is requesting information about a prior installed policy rules by sending a PS request.

4. Test Results

This section gives the results of the interop event. The table shows three columns, the second shows the results for UST/IKR as server and NEC as client, the third one shows the results for UST/IKR as client and NEC as server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testcase</th>
<th>UST Server/NEC Client</th>
<th>UST Client/NEC Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Test Result Table
5. Conclusions

This section summarizes the observations made by the implementors with respect to the SIMCO protocol specification:

1. Message type number:
The differentiation between message types and sub-types needs to be clarified in the specification, since it is currently sometimes confusing.

2. Length of objects is unclear and sometimes wrong:
The length of the header is measured as total length of the SIMCO packet, meaning that it is header plus payload. All other objects are measured as object data only, without counting the header. Further, some objects have wrong length values.
SOLUTION: The length of header and objects should be noted in a unified way, either without header or with header included. The length values of each object must be checked.

3. Aggregated message type overview:
It has been propose to give a table at the end of the document that summarizes all message types used.

4. Connection timeout for client:
Currently, SIMCO specifies a server TCP connection timeout only. A TCP connection timeout for clients is not specified. SOLUTION: A TCP connection timeout value needs to be introduced and a value defined. Note that the server timeout feature was not tested and will be tested at the next interoperability event.

5. Definition of values for IP address version:
In Section 4.3.8. "Address Tuple Attribute" IP version number is defined as 0x4 and 0x6 for IPv4 and IPv6. In Section 4.3.9. "PRR parameter set" IP version number is defined as 0x1 and 0x2 for IPv4 and IPv6. This difference is quite confusing and a remark was why not to unify them to a single meaning. SOLUTION: Unified notation for IPv4 and IPv6, for instance, 0x4 as IPv4 and 0x6 as IPv6.

The interoperability has shown that the MIDCOM semantics and the SIMCO protocol specification are technical sound and can be implemented by various parties without problems. Issues listed above are only minor issues to be solved within the SIMCO protocol specification and no changes to the MIDCOM semantics are needed.

6. Security Considerations

This memo documents the interoperability test results only and has not raised any new features for SIMCO. Therefore, no new security
threads have been introduced.
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